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I found this humerus
So my calculus professor found this posted on the door to his office today by a student.

I hate math tests because all through the chapter it's like really easy and then you think you've got it and then the test is like

IF I THROW A TRIANGLE OUT OF THE CAR AND THE CAR IS GOING 20KM/H AND WIND RESISTANCE IS A THING THAT EXISTS, HOW MANY CUPCAKES CAN PEDRO BUY WITH ONE HUMAN SOUL
SOUTH BE LIKE “OH NO, IS THE END OF THE WORLD, LETS SHUT DOWN EVERYTHING EVERYBODY INSIDE.”

1/4” OF SNOW

NORTH BE LIKE “OK, TIME TO GO TO WORK.”

POLAR VORTEX
HOW TO COOK A TURKEY

Step 1. Buy a turkey
Step 2. Have a glass of wine
Step 3. Stuff turkey
Step 4. Have a glass of wine
Step 5. Put turkey in oven
Step 6. Relax and have a glass of wine
Step 7. Turk the bastey
Step 8. Wine of glass another get
Step 9. Hunt for meat thermometer
Step 10. Glass yourself another pour of wine
Step 11. Bake the wine for 4 hours
Step 12. Take the oven out of the turkey
Step 13. Tet the sable
Step 14. Grab another wottle of bine
Step 15. Turk the carvey!
The recipe said, “let the turkey chill for a few hours”
It's going to take me a little longer to answer my e-mails now....
You know it’s cold outside when you go outside and it’s cold.
WE DON'T HAVE TIME TO EXPLAIN

GET IN THE CAR
LAST TIME I TRUSTED YOU

I WOKE UP WITHOUT MY BALLS
Finally...
Spring is just around the corner
I adore spontaneity, providing it is carefully planned.
If I am ever on life support, unplug me...

Then plug me back in.
See if that works...
I'll have a Caffè Mocha Vodka Marijuana Latte to go, Please
OLD PEOPLE AT WEDDINGS ALWAYS POKE ME AND SAY "YOU'RE NEXT."

SO, I STARTED DOING THE SAME THING TO THEM AT FUNERALS.
"QUOTES FOUND ON THE INTERNET ARE NOT ALWAYS ACCURATE."

- Abraham Lincoln
Sometimes I feel that I have the worst job in the world!

YA...right!
Well, well - it seems your weight is perfect. You just happen to be eleven feet too short.
Hey—are you thinking what I’m thinking?
How fights start:

I feel horrible; I look old, fat and ugly. I really need you to pay me a compliment.

Your eyesight’s damn near perfect.
LMM... THAT'S NOT A GOOD SIGN...
“His last words were, "Yes, Dear, you look fat in those jeans."
Chicks with great big breasts! 21 miles

Fresh water 1/4 mile
Spécial du jour
Cuisse de GRENOUILLE
There is a right way and a WRONG way to carry your beige colored neck pillow through the airport...
The average human body contains enough bones to make an entire skeleton.
I THINK THIS MIGHT BE PHOTOSHOPPED
"I swear to you the mouse was this fricken big!!!
Drunk people run stop signs
high people wait for them to turn green!
cat

What society thinks I do
What my person thinks I do
What my person's roommate thinks I do
What the dog thinks I do
What I think I do
What I actually do
Karma
IT'S NOT PMS
IT'S YOU
We bring you a connection to the modern world.

Next month we’ll be back with antidepressants.
OUR LAWYER SURE KNOWS HOW TO NEGOTIATE A CONTRACT!
I am absolutely sure that every single joke in this collection “belongs” to someone else. It’s all from the Internet. I’m just borrowing them for a bit...

Anyone who wants to get anal about copyrights and such... get a grip! They’re JOKES! Lighten up!